
Gidgee Fire News and Advice Sept 2016

Important dates

• 1st Oct 2016 - Start of Restricted Burning Season (both Swan and Toodyay) -
unless delayed

• 29th Oct 2016 - Gidge Show
• Nov 2016 to April 2017 inclusive- Firebreaks must be in place in both Swan and

Toodyay
• 1st Nov 2016 - start of Prohibited Burning Season in Toodyay - unless amended
• 1st Dec 2016 - start of Prohibited Burning Season in Swan - unless amended

The near normal (well as used to happen many years ago) rain continues, which is
great. Hope you are all maximising your stored water against the lean times to come.
For  those  who  regularly  run  out  over  summer,  as  well  as  sensible  water  saving
measures, maybe you should consider increasing your storage. It has been suggested
that this should have the capacity for 2 years so you can take advantage of years like
this one and to give you a buffer against low rainfall years.

Reducing your fuels - near your house and buildings

Now is  the time to  be  doing all  the  branch  trimming and thinning required.  The
weather is much more pleasant for hard work outside (at least when it is not raining),
and it also means that there is sufficient time left this year for the trimmings etc to
dry off and to be burnt safely. Consider free green waste disposal or mulching as
alternatives.
Grass etc can be sprayed as an alternative to slashing but regardless of which method
you use, remove and dispose of all dead grass close to buildings.

Reducing your Fuel - pasture and bush

Of the 3 main requirements for a fire, (Heat, Oxygen, Fuel), the only one for which we
can  make a  real  difference  by  our  actions  well  in  advance  is  fuel.  You  have  an
obligation to deal with this on land under your control.
Pasture and grass will be a particular problem this year with the above normal growth.
Once cured (dry/dead) it can lead to very intense fire, and far faster rates of spread
on windy days than in bush. Unfortunately stock levels on many properties in the
district are unlikely to be able to graze this growth down sufficiently, so slashing etc
needs to be seriously considered. However this needs to be done early, otherwise it is
just too dangerous. So many fires have started in recent years with people slashing
dry grass on warm and often windy days. Best do it just as the grass starts to cure, ie
that yellowing first starts to appear.
Dealing with bush fuels, except on a small scale, will need to be by burning. Seek
advice from your brigades, and see below also.

General Burning Advice

Until the Restricted Burning Season starts, permits are not required, however you
should take all sensible precautions to ensure your burning is safe. You are still fully
liable  for  any consequences of  your  burning,  including from the  results  of  smoke
across roads.
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Even with the rain we have had, a period of fine (and starting to get warmer) weather
can lead to fire behaviour which might surprise you, so take sensible precautions. 
You should always have some form of fire unit on hand for burning bush, either slipon
or trailer mounted. Neighbours helping neighbours is a good way to deal with self
conducted burning, by pooling labour and resources.
Seek advice from your local brigade on how best to do this.

For  all  but  the  smallest  burns,  just  before  lighting  up  you  should  ring  DFES
Communications on 1800 198 140 and advise them, this goes on a register which can
help reduce the number of false alarms and unnecessary callouts by brigades when
well meaning members of the public dial 000.

Extinguish your fires properly - there have been too many escapes in recent
years

You  are  always  required  to  leave your  burn in  a  safe  state,  and unless  you are
regularly checking on it,  you should fully  extinguish smaller burns, on the ground
within 20m of the edge of larger burns, and all burning trees within 100m of the edge.
Last  spring Gidge Brigades attended at least 15 fires  which escaped due to these
precautions not being taken, some of these covered several hectares and required
ongoing work and blackout by brigades over several days. One of the worst things you
can do is to cover a fire with dirt. This insulates the hot bits which can smoulder for
days and even weeks, eventually breaking out under much higher risk conditions. The
ONLY way to effectively extinguish a fire is with water.

Restricted Burning Season and Permits

This is scheduled to start 1st Oct, but is likely to be delayed for 2 weeks if the current
weather patterns continue. Once the Restricted Season starts, ALL forms of burning
before 6:00pm and most forms of burning after 6:00pm require a permit.
Once this period commences for Gidge residents you can apply for a permit at the
Gidgegannup  Fire  Station  between  08:30  and  10:00  on  Saturday  mornings.  In
Toodyay Shire you need to apply to the shire. 
Remember  you won't  automatically  get  a  permit,  the FCO issuing it  needs to  be
satisfied that what you are doing is safe.

Hint - because you are normally required to give notice to all adjacent landholders up
to 4 days in advance (8 days for absentee landowners), do this in advance before you
go and apply for the permit.
The exception from the requirement for a permit is for a SINGLE heap of garden
refuse lit after 6:00pm and FULLY extinguished by midnight, but you must have a 5
metre  firebreak  around  it,  a  suitable  means  of  extinguishment,  and  not  leave  it
unattended. 
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